Embryonic manipulation techniques, such as in vitro fertilization (IVF) and intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI), are widely used in assisted reproductive technology (ART), livestock propagation and application in other fields. Fertilization with IVF and ICSI have been shown to be highly effective, and the mice produced by these techniques develop healthily and with a normal appearance. However, there remains a possibility of epigenetic changes being induced by these techniques. The early stage of mammalian development from fertilization to implantation is a period in which global changes in the epigenetic landscape take place. The sperm and oocyte epigenetic profiles are very different from each other, and the epigenetic remodeling process after fertilization exhibits allelic differences. It is during this period that embryonic manipulation is performed. In this review, I discuss the effects of embryonic manipulation procedures in relation to the epigenetic asymmetry that is present in mammalian early development. Such regulation in the preimplantation embryo provides an important insight into epigenetics.
INTRODUCTION
Epigenetics was born as a discipline based on the concept of 'epigenesis' , which offers a framework for how a variety of cell phenotypes are able to develop from a single identical sequence of genetic code. In particular, the schema of the 'epigenetic landscape' that appeared in Waddington's book, published in 1957, 1 continues to exert an important influence on the field. Since then, the subsequent success and explosive expansion of molecular biology has led to a change in the definition of epigenetics to its current, more modern concept. The most widely accepted definition of epigenetics at present is the one established by Wolffe in 1999, 2 that is, 'epigenetics is the study of heritable changes in gene expression that occur without a change in DNA sequence' . However, as the concept of epigenetics has become popularized, this term has grown into an ill-defined, quite ambiguous concept. Here, I wish to propose a new definition, which is 'a cis-acting, gene expression regulation mechanism that is transmitted to the next generation' . This restriction of the concept not only defines the term 'epigenetics' rigorously, but also makes it possible to cogently discuss the future directions of epigenetic research and identification of the as-yet missing pieces in this field in contrast to genetics. For examples, the genetics of multicellular organisms typically deals with the information transmitted from parents to the next generation at the individual level, while 'somatic cell genetics' deals with the information transmitted from the parental cell to daughter cells at the single-cell level in multicellular organisms. In parallel to these two subfields of genetics, we can think about epigenetics operating at two levels as well, that is, epigenetics at the individual and single-cell level, respectively. The former deals with phenomena such as genome imprinting, while the latter deals with matters such as the epi-mutation of tumor suppressor genes in carcinogenesis. [3] [4] [5] In this review, the focus will be placed on the epigenetic regulation that occurs in fertilization and early development. This period is particularly interesting, as the zygote is both a single cell and totipotent, which means that all of the cells in a given organism are derived from this one cell, so the epigenetic changes that take place in the zygote may very well affect all of the cells in the individual. In other words, the epigenetic changes that occur in a germ cell, zygote or preimplantation embryo may define the identity of the individual in a manner similar to the genetic identity that is determined at the time of fertilization. The genetic code is relatively stable, while epigenetic modification may be influenced by external stimulation and/or environmental conditions. As will be discussed later, the epigenetic code in early developmental stage may become altered by environmental stimuli, and this can have an effect on all of the cells in the body. Therefore, the effects of embryonic manipulation and culture techniques on the mammalian embryo, including humans, is a critically important issue in epigenetics.
EFFECTS OF IVF AND EMBRYONIC CULTURE
The study of mammalian IVF and embryonic culture was begun in the 1950s using experimental animals and livestock to investigate the mechanism of fertilization. In 1978, Edwards succeeded in using IVF to establish a human pregnancy by embryonic transfer. 6 He was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 2010 for this work. Since then, this technique has been expanded and successfully applied as a basis for ART, and today 1 in 40 children are born by IVF in Japan. From the beginning of the application of ART, there has been concern about the influence of the technology on development and many epidemiological studies in relation to this concern have been reported.
There are numerous reports linking ART and certain imprinting diseases, such as Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] Angelman syndrome 11, 17, 18 and Silver-Russell syndrome [19] [20] [21] (see Table 1 ). On the other hand, other studies have reported that there is no increased incidence of ART-related imprinting disorders after a proper correction for confounding factors. 22 It is also reported that the birth weight of children born after the transfer of frozen embryos or a relatively longer in vitro culture was significantly higher when compared with children born without cryopreservation or a shorter in vitro culture. 23, 24 These effects of embryonic culture and cryopreservation are very mild and consistent, with the cause of these phenotypes likely to be an epigenetic or physiological effect. However, it is not easy to identify the cause from among the individual components of the ART used in epidemiologic studies.
On the other hand, it is possible to determine the effects of each individual component of the ART using model animals with defined genotypes under strictly regulated experimental conditions. There have been many reports, for example, that the culture conditions exert an effect on the maintenance of genome imprinting in the mouse [25] [26] [27] (see Table 1 ).
ICSI EFFECTS
The ICSI is a technique in which sperm is injected directly into the oocyte using a micromanipulator. This technique was also originally developed to investigate the mechanism of fertilization in animals. In 1992, ICSI was successfully applied to humans by Palermo. 28 This technique has become increasingly popular as the fertilization method of choice in ART. Today, ICSI is applied to approximately half of the fertilization procedures in Japan. Cohort studies of children conceived by ICSI have reported the risks of genetic and epigenetic impairment.
To elucidate the technical effects of the ICSI procedure itself, we have conducted experiments comparing the regulation of gene expression in certain neonatal tissues, such as the brain, liver and kidney, of mice conceived by either conventional IVF (cIVF) or ICSI using DNA microarrays. 29 We observed that the gene expression profiles of the ICSI-conceived pups were significantly different compared with the pups conceived by natural mating or cIVF. The gene repertoire affected by ICSI was different in various tissues, and the percentage of genes that exhibited a more than twofold change was in the range of 3-5% in each tissue. These ICSI effects on gene expression were already observed in the blastocyst stage. Furthermore, the genes affected by ICSI vary depending on the mouse strains from which the sperm was derived. This suggests that the ICSI effect on the epigenetic regulation of the sperm-derived paternal allele occurs at the fertilization step. It was observed that the gene expression changes induced by ICSI were not transmitted to the next generation via sexual reproduction, as far as could be determined. These observations indicate that the ICSI procedure affects the genome at the time of fertilization and induces long-lasting changes in gene expression through the course of development to the neonatal stage. It is also important to assess whether ICSI induces not only transcriptional regulation changes but also phenotypic differences. We thus conducted comprehensive phenotypic analyses comparing IVF and ICSI mice. Consistent with the consensus view, there were no significant phenotypical differences between the ICSI and IVF mice. However, there was a slight reduction of spontaneous activity in the home cage. This difference induced by ICSI was within the range of the characteristics of this strain, however, and all the other data indicated that there was no difference between ICSI and cIVF. Fernández-Gonzalez et al. 30 reported the long-term consequences of in vitro fertilization on gene expression of the mouse generated by ICSI using frozen-thawed sperm as a model of DNA-damaged sperm. They observed that the ICSI procedure affected both gene transcription and embryonic growth. The causes of the observed effects apparently included both the DNA fragmentation of the sperm and the ICSI procedure itself. Giritharan et al. 31 also reported gene expression changes at the blastocyst stage induced by ICSI treatment using DNA microarrays. The total number of affected genes was similar to the result in our study, although the repertoire of the affected genes was clearly different, presumably due to differences in the genetic background of the animals used. Recently, a DNA-methylation aberration in the CpG island of the imprinting control regions also has been reportedly observed in ICSI-conceived mice. 32 We also reported that the genes that had their expression affected by ICSI showed significant overlap with genes affected by somatic cell cloning by nuclear transfer (SCNT). 33 Both ICSI and SCNT use the step of nuclear injection with a micromanipulator. Furthermore, it has been reported that the ICSI induces a delay of sperm chromatin decondensation in a strain-dependent manner. 34 Chromatin decondensation is followed by genome-wide cytosine hydroxymethylation in the male pronucleus, and it is also reported that the hydroxymethylation is affected by the ICSI. 35 On the other hand, both the paternal and maternal allele of the transplanted nuclei are hydroxymethylated in the case of SCNT. 36 This evidence suggests that the ICSI and SCNT procedures exert effects on chromatin remodeling and hydroxymethylation in the zygote, and as a result induce epigenetic changes. 
ASYMMETRY OF THE PATERNALLY AND MATERNALLY DERIVED ALLELE
In somatic cells, it is generally accepted that the paternal and maternal alleles are essentially equivalent. The exception is genome-imprinted genes. They are exclusively expressed from either allele depending on the parent from whom the allele is derived. There are also genes that are expressed mono-allelically, regardless of the parental origin, such as genes subjected to X-chromosome inactivation, immunoglobulin genes, 37 the T-cell receptor gene and olfactory receptor genes. 38 It is also reported that there are genes that apparently exhibit random mono-allelic expression; [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] however, both the prevalence of such genes and the precise mechanism of mono-allelic expression remain to be elucidated. In contrast to somatic cells, paternal and maternal alleles are significantly different in zygote. This is to be expected, as the sperm and oocyte are different types of cells. A recent analysis showed that genome-wide cytosine methylation in the sperm was as high as 90%, whereas that of the oocyte was B50%. 44 The sperm nucleus is different from other cells in that the histone proteins are replaced by protamine. After fertilization, protamine is replaced by the histones stored in the oocyte during the decondensation process of the sperm nucleus (Figure 1) . However, as a consequence, the histone modification pattern of the paternal pronucleus is substantially different from that of the maternal proncleus. As mentioned above, the genome-wide oxidation of methylcytosine by the Tet enzyme takes place in the paternal pronucleus just after decondensation and chromatin remodeling, while hydroxymethylcytosine is not increased in the maternal pronucleus 45, 46 (Figure 1 ). This asymmetric conversion of methylcytosine to hydroxymethylcytosine is due to the difference in Dppa3 (Stella/PGC7) binding between the chromatin in the paternal and maternal pronucleus. 47, 48 Shortly after hydroxymethylation, the first DNA replication is initiated 49, 50 (Figure 1 ). Including this first S phase, the CpG methylation of the maternal allele of the genome is not maintained by the Dnmt1 enzyme, and the so-called passive demethylation does not take place until the morula or blastocyst stage. 51 As mentioned already, methylcytosine is oxidized to hydroxymethylcytosine in the paternal pronucleus in the zygote. It is reported that the opposite strand of hemi-hydroxymethyl CpG cannot be methylated by Dnmt1. 52 Therefore, once methylcytosine is converted to hydroxymethylcytosine, its methylation is not maintained, and thus it is 'passively demethylated' . 53 It is also proposed that the hydroxymethylcytosine may be further converted to cytosine using an excision repair mechanism, 54,55 but the importance of such an 'active demethylation' pathway still needs to be elucidated. In any event, it is considered that as a result of such paternal and maternal allele asymmetry, the transcriptional activity of each allele is different, even at early embryonic stages. It is not clearly determined whether paternal and maternal pronucleus start zygotic transcription simultaneously; however, the paternal pronucleus is transcriptionally more active than the maternal pronucleus 56 (Figure 1) .
It is not precisely known how long this DNA replication-dependent, passive demethylation continues or when it changes to a maintenance of the methylation status in the course of preimplantation development. However, the methylated regions must be retained in the descendent cell as patches of hemi-methylated regions by a passive demethylation mechanism. When passive demethylation switches to the maintenance of CpG methylation, then the hemimethylated regions may change to a fully methylated status and become fixed in this state. Assuming this switching takes place at six or seven rounds of cell division, each cell has certain uniquely methylated patches covering B1% of the genome. If these patches become a fixed modification, the organism, including a mammalian one, would be a type of chimera in this sense.
The DNA methylation status of each specific gene region is not necessarily the same in the case of genome-wide methylation. For example, the genome-imprinting regulatory region is differentially methylated at fertilization, and this is maintained even after cell division in the course of preimplantation development. This mechanism ensures the genome-imprinting status throughout the organism's lifetime. In order to investigate the epigenetic modification and asymmetry of the paternal and maternal alleles of individual genes other than imprinted genes, a comprehensive allelic expression analysis of the early embryo will be needed. However, considering the epigenetic asymmetry in the period from fertilization to implantation, it is probable that the the paternal and maternal alleles have a Embryonic manipulation and epigenetics T Kohda different sensitivity to various environmental signals such as the ICSI procedure at the fertilization step, the embryonic culture conditions and so forth. It is also important to elucidate how long the epigenetic changes induced in this period persist and contribute to the epigenetic variation between individuals. Recently, we set up an experiment to analyze the difference between the paternal and maternal allele by means of transcriptome analysis with RNA-seq using single-nucleotide polymorphisms in a two-cellstage mouse embryo. The preliminary results indicate that ICSI has a differential impact on the mRNA levels of the paternal and maternal alleles (T Kohda, unpublished data). This observation suggests that the ICSI procedure at the very least exerts an effect on zygotic gene activation of paternally derived genomes. 57 Taking an analogy from the field of genetics, this suggests that such a single-allele epigenetic change may be treated as a 'recessive epi-mutation' , so the effect does not appear immediately as a phenotype change. However, the risk of the loss of expression of both alleles by a second genetic or epigenetic mutation would likely be increased.
FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
As the field of epigenetics has grown to be more commonly known, the concept of epigenetics has expanded to the point that it has become vague. As discussed in the introduction, the analogy from genetics provides a useful perspective for the development of epigenetics as a rigorous discipline. Thus, research on the epigenetic changes induced in germ-line cells at the fertilization step and preimplantation development is very important, just like mutations in these periods are important in genetics. It is also critically important to determine the possibility of the transmission of epi-mutation to the next generation in mammals. DNA methylation changes are easily inherited in the next generation in plants. However, the evidence for the inheritance of epigenetic variance is limited in the mammals, such as Agouti vy (Morgan et al. 58 ) and Axin(Fu). 59 It is important to know the genes that undergo and the genomic elements that are necessary for epigenetic inheritance.
It is also greatly desired that new technologies be developed for epigenetics that correspond to those used in mammalian genetics, such as transgenic animal models, gene targeting and saturation mutagenesis. For example, a technology that would enable a change to be introduced as an epigenetic modification of any specific locus of the genome will be crucially important for the future development of epigenetics.
